This article maybe considered a supplement of the paper by Chakrabarti and Ghoshal4) titled "Group Theoretic Approach to Similarity Solutions of Chemical Boundary Layer" which appeared in this Journal recently.
The stretching invariance employed by them was restricted to reactions of other than first order. In the present article, the author shows that the problem with first-order reaction across a rapidly moving interface is reduced to a heat conduction equation to which the invariance by infinitesimal transformations developed by Bluman and Cole2) can be applied directly. Twoexamples are given, one of which is a new solution and the other a different approach to an established solution. 1. General Theory A convective diffusion equation assumes the following form in terms of appropriately normalized variables: D/ dc. dc\ d2c _n \ dx dy dy2 (1) in which Da is Damkohler number, kL2ID. For mass transfer across a rapidly moving interface with high Pe, the whole velocity profile may be approximated by inter facial velocity u0 and one gets6)
where r is the distance from the axis in axisymmetric flow, and j=0 for plane flow and j=\ for axisymmetric flow.
Defining new variables z, t and g as z=z(y,x)=riuoy (4) t= t(x)=Q.IPe) Wdx (5) g=g(z, t)=Cexp (\mdt) (6) where m=m(t)=Da/(r'ihY (7) then one gets formally a heat equation
and an appropriate initial condition at t=0. Quart. Appl. Math., 31, 403 (1974); and "Simi-
